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SUMMARY
This paper reports the results of an extensive program of measurements on 11 ignition
systems differing widely in type. The results serve primariIy to give representative data on
the eIectric and magnetic constants of such systems, and on the secomlary voltage produced by
them under various conditions of speed, timing, shunting resistance, etc. They also ser~e to
confirm certain of the theoretical formuIas -which have been proposed to connect the perform-
ance of such systems with their electrical comtants, and to indicate the extent to -which certain
simplified model circuits duplicate the performance of the actual apparatus.
1NTRODUCTION
For severaI years the Bureau of Standards has carried on a study of ignition systems for
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and other branches of the Federal Govern-
me~t. Much of this work has been de-rot@d to the soIution of special problems of immediate
urgency, but throughout the work the need has been felt for the formulation of a systematic
basic theory of operation of such apparatus, and whenever opportunity permitted the work has
been directed to~ard the foundation of such a theory. IYational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics reports No. 58, “ Characteristics of I&h Tension Magnetos,” and L“o. 123,
“ SimpIitied Theory of the Magneto,” together with Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper ATO.
4.24, “Mathematical Theory of Induced Voltage in the High Temiori Magneto,” constitute
steps in this work. In 192; a program of measurements was undertake~ on a group of spark
generators for the purpose of determining (1) their performance under ~arious conditions of
operation, (2) the electrical a~d magnetic characteristics of the apparatus, and (3) the extent
to which the theoretical relations set forth in the reports listed above couId be applied to these
particular types of spark generators. The principal resuIts of this investigation are here
presented.
The ignition systems used in this -work were all of the jump-spark type, and included both
battery-coil and magneto systems. The systems were selected so as to gi~e as great a variety
as possible in the arrangement of the magnetic circuit. A detailed description of the s-jwtems
wil~ be found in the section under “ Description of the spark generators studied, ” of this report.
In considering the results of this work it should be borne in mind that the tests gi~en co-rer
ordy the eIec trical performance and not the mechanical c~tiality of the apparatus, and further-
more that the data were aIl obtained with apparatus mhich -was new and in good condition. In
finally judetig the re~ative merits of different ty-pes of spark gen=ator~ such feat~es as me~an-
icaI workmanship, resistance to wear, waterproofness, and other qualities -which could be demon-
strated on~y b-y protracted endurance tests are of great importance. These factors, how-e~er,
have not been dealt with in the present paper. It should also be mentioned that, in order to
cover apparatus differing as much as possible in the t-ype of magnetic circuit, machines ha~e
been included which differ greatly in size and cost, and which vrodd not normally enter into
competition with one another in any singIe application. Still another point th~t should be
1Following British prnetice the term “spsrk generater” is here used to designate the electrical equipment which direetlr serves to produce the
ignition SPUG and includes both the higk-te~.ion msgneto and the battery, induction coil, and bresker of a battery-coil system.
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mentioned is that some of the magnetos give. four sparks per revolution, while others give only
two sparks per revolution. Magnetos of the former class are, in general, used with engines having
a large number of cyhnders, whiIe the latter are used on engines of a smaller number of cylinders
where the magneto is not necessarily required to operate at such high speeds relative to the
engine crankshaft. This fact should be taken into account when making comparisons, as, for
example, in the case of the curves showing crest voltage at slow operating speeds.
SPARK-GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for the satisfactory operation of a spark gener~tor me m follows:
(a) It must produce sufficient voltage to break down the gap at the spark plug.
(6) Each spark must be capable of igniting an explosive mixture.
(c) The sparks must occur at the proper time in the engine cycle.
These requirements must be met under the following conditions:
1. At any speed within the normal range of engine operation.
2. While the system is shunted by the capacitance of the spark plug aricl connecting
wires.
3. While the system is shunted by the conductance of the layer of carbon which
may be deposited on the insulation of the spark plug.
Paterson and Campbell (Reference 1) have shown by experiments on gasoline-air mixtures
that ignition will be produced provided the energy in the spark is not less than 0.00025 joule.
The limiting energy depends considerably upon the sparking voltage of the gap, bLIL it is found
that if the capacitance has the smallest value which is likely to be met with in automc}tive
equipment, and if the sparking voltage has the lowest value which is likely to occur with a spark
plug of normal construction, the energy in the spark is considerably greater than the minimum
necessary to produce ignition. Experiments at the Bureau of Standards (Reference 2) have
shown that even if the spark energy greatly exceeds this minimum value the rate of flame
spread in gaseous mixtures and hence the power of the engine are unaff ecked. We may tlvme-
fore conclude that intensity of the spark is not a measure of the effectiveness of the ignition
system, and that, in general; satisfactory ignition will take place during engine operation if a
spark is produced at all.
Lipton (Reference 3) states ‘that a departure of & 15° from the best position in the timing
of the spark may produce a change of 10 per dent in engine power, but that, the change in power
will not exceed 1 per cent provided the spark timing does not vary more than -+4° from the
optimum position. This degree of accuracy in timing is easily obtainable by a direct drive from
tbe engine shaft to the breaker cam which determines the sparli timing. Ii is easily possible
to obtain any reasonable amount of advance and retard range on battery systems and on certain
types of magnetos by shifting the position of the breaker cam or of the cam follower relati~e
to the drive shaft. In most types of magneto, however, the, cam or its follower is shifted with
respect to the magnetic field also, and the requirements of the timing range constitute an im-
portant limitation on the design.
The engine speed fixes the number of sparks which the spark generator is called upon to
produce per minute, and thus limits the time interval between sparks during wl~ich the energy
for the succeeding spark can be stored. At high speeds this limitation of time tends to reducv
the effectiveness of the spark generator either by reducing the value of current which is obtained
at the instant of break, as in the case of battery systems, or by requiring in the magneto the use
of a magnetic circuit giving a large number of flux reversals per revolution, and hence having
available only a relatively small cross section of air gap to carry the magnetic flux. On the
other hand, battery systems are able to work with fulI effectiveness at slow speeds while tbe
voltage output from a magneto drops off ,to zero at zero speed. In certain types of magneto
this difficulty is avoided by the use of impulse starters or by the device of connecting a battery .
in series with the magneto primary.
A spark w-ill be produced at the spark plug only if the voltage impulse furnished by the
spark generator exceeds the breakdown volt age of the gap. This breakdown voltage is affected
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by a large number of -rariabIes, such as the length of the gap, the shape of the electrodes, the
density of the gas mixture in the spark-plug gap, the presence of an oil film on the surface of
the elect rode, the temperature of the electrodes, etc. (Reference 4.)
In general, the breakdown voltage of the spark-plug gap is seldom less than 2,000 volts
and seldom greater than S,000 -rolts under most automotive conditions.
The leads connecting the spark generator to the spmk plugs have a certain amount of
capacitance, which is, of course, larger if these leads are run in a grounded metal conduit. In
general, however, the capacitance of the leads is small compared ~th the capacitance -which
is inherent in the windi~ms and the condenser of the spark generator itself; therefore the effect
of such external capacitance upon the operation of the spark generator is of little importance.
Nevertheless, since such capac.it ante is always present in the use of the spark generator, a knowl-
e.lge of its effect is often desirable in order to make sure that. the spark generator is not unduly
sensiti~e to the presence of such a burden.
Since a portion of the insulator of the spark pkg ie liable to become co-rered with a con-
duct ing layer of carbon, it is ~ery important that a spark generator be able to produce a
spark even when shunted by such a conducting path. The -due of the conductance [recipro-
cal of the shunting resistance) at which the spark generator will just fire a spark gap” of stand-
ard -roltage is termed b-y British writers the “utility” of the generator> and by some is con-
sidered as the most important property of a spark generator. In extreme cases when an
exceedin@y hot e~~ine is operated with spark-plug indators of poor quality, there ma-y be
enor+gh conductance thro~~h the body of the insulator to affect. the operation of the spark gener-
ator. In most cases, howe~er, the conductance arises only from deposits of carbon.
From the abo-re discussion it appears that in consideration of the electrical performance of
the spark generator attention should be focused primarily on the question of whether or not it
will produce the necessary sparking ~oltage o-rer the needed range of conditions of shunthg
resistance and engine speed.
Data of this type on the various generators tested are given in section under” Experimental
data.”
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPARK GENERATORS STUDIED
The spark generators used in this program of measurements were selected primarily to
secure as wide a variety as possible in the arrangement. of the m~onetic circuit. Magneto E, of
foreign manufacture, ~as recei~ed by the bireau in 1917. Magneto K was an experimental
machine submitted for test in 1917. The other systems were kindly loaned by their respecti~e
makers for the purposes of this test in 1922 and may be considered as representing the types on
the market at that time.
Tables 1 and 2 give general descriptive data on these spark generators which were alI of the
“single-spark” type.
Magnetos A and B are supplied with jump-spark distributors, but the measurements -were
all made with a direct connection to the high-tension terminal.
%~agneto A is of the inductor type. Both the magnet and the coik on their laminated core
are stationary. The axis of the core on which the coils are round is perpendicular to the axis
of the magnetic pole pieces and to the axis of the rotor. The poles of the magnet and extensions
of the core form alternate sections of magnetic materkl each subtending nearly 90° around the
periphery of the rotor tunnel. The rotor carries two segments of Iaminated iron embedded in
a c@drlcaI die casting. As the rotor revolves these segments provide a flux path of Iow
reluctance between the magnefi poles and the adjacent extension of the coil core and cause the
flwx thro~~h the Iatter to re~erse its direction four times for each re-ro~ution of the rotor.
Magneto B is similar to magneto A, but its magnets have about twice the volume, and it is
provided with interchangeable cams and distributors for use on either a 6-cylinder or a 12-
cylinder engine.
Magneto C is of the conventional” id-armature” or shuttle type. The coils, condenser, and
contact points rotate with the core and the contacts are operated by a tlxeii anrndar cam.
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Magneto D has a “ I_I-shaped magnet, mounted to rotate about its axis of symmetry and
fitted with laminated pole tips. The coils are mounted on a laminated stationary core placed
above the magnet and with its axis at right angles to the axis of rotation.
Magneto 12 is of the sleeve type. The magneto and pole pieces are similar to those of
conventional H-armature type. The armature core is also of the conventional shape but is held
stationary in the center of the tunnel with its magnetic axis at right angles to the magnetic axis
of the magnets. IrI the wide air gap between the poles md the armature there revolves a hollow
cylindrical sleeve. Two 90° sectors of this sleeve are of iron while the alternate sectors are non- .
magnetic. As the sleeve rotates through s complete revolution the flux through the arn-mture
core reverses four times. The flux through the core has a maximum value when the magnetic
sectors of the sleeve overlap a pole piece on one side and the core on the other by 45°. The
four positions in which this condition holds are all symmetrical and hence the maximum flux
values are all equal. The positions of zero core flux, howe~er, do not all correspond to equal
geometric arrangements. In two positions the magnetic sectors are under the magnetic poles
and briclge the tips of the armature; while in the other two positions the magnetic sectors lie
outside the end of the core and bridge across the pole tips of the magnet. Bectiuse of this
condition the alternate-current wa~es generated by this magneto are not quite alike, and the
values of current at break as shown in Figure 35 are unequal Since the performance data ww
obtained by a crest -voltmeter, it corresponds to the half waves which give the greater secomlary
voltage (i. e., wave A at low speeds and wave B at high speecls).
Magneto F is also of the inductor type, but differs from A and E in that the axis of the
stationary core is pardM to the rotor axis and lies above it. The axis of the permanent magnets
is horizontal and perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The rotor tunnel is surrounded by a die
casting which contains four embedded sections of laminated iron. Two of these sections lie
slightly above the ends of a horizontal diameter of the tunnel and extend along its entire length.
These sections form the pole faces of the magnet. The other two sections lie at the top of the
casting and each is somewhat less than half as Iong as the rotor. These two sections form the
terminal extensions of the core on which the coil is wound. Each of the sections subtends an
angle of about 45°.
The rotor consists of a cylindrical die casting in which are embedded four segments of lamin-
ated iron arranged in two pairs, one at either end of the rotor. Each segment is of the same
length as the smaller fixed sections which form the core terminals (i, e., somewhat less thm htilf
the rotor Iength), and subtends an angle of 135° on the rotor circumference. The axis of one
pair of segments is at right angles to the axis of the other pair. l?ach revolution of the rotor
causes the flux through the cors to reverse its direction four times. The cam, however, is prcJ-
-iided with only two lobes so that onIy/half of the possible sparks are made use of in the machine
as operated, The breaker points are held open by the cam during the. two quarter rwrolutions
not used.
Magneto G is provided with an L-shapecl magnet which permanently polarizes two large
pole pieces. Extending from one pole piece are two cores, on one of which the coils are wound
while the other or dummy core is bare, The rotation of the two-lobed rotor ser~es to direct the
flux through one or the other of the two cores in alternation, thus providing four rather abrupt
changes in the magnitude of the flux through the core for etich revolution, although the flux
does not reverse its clirection at all. Like magneto F, however, magneto G is pro-rid cd with a
two-lobed cam, and thus makes use of only half the possible number of sparks.
The coils H, I, and J are wouncl on cores of iron wire. Coil His of the usual open core type,
ha-ring a ratio of length to diameter of 5,6: 1. I and J, however, have the external magnetic
circuit dosed by a yoke of iron wire so that the air gap in the magnetic circuit is only about 2
mm. long. Coils H and I are designed for use with a 6--rolt battery, while coil J is designed
for 12 volts.
Magneto K is of the conventional H-armature type, but has large openings cut in the solid
pole pieces in order to reduce the eddy currents,
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The following pages give in condensed form the experimental data obt ained on the perform-
ance characteristics of these ignition systems.
The principal data consist of the -dues of maximum (or crest) secondary voltage obser~ed
with the system operating under ~arious conditions. Figures 1 to 8 show, for the magneto
system, the variation of this ~oltage with speed with no shunting resistance in parallel with the
terminals. It will be noted t“hat this -roltage increases rapidly with speed until a va~ue indicated
by “ G“ is reached at which sparking occtws at the safety gap. Readings obtained at higher
speeds would, of course, correspond merely to the sparking ~oltage of this gap and ha-re no bear-
ing on the functioning of the other parts of the machine. The crest -roItmeter used in these
measurements consisted of an electrostatic -roltmeter in series with a kenetron and acted as only
a -rery small capacitance load on the secondary terminals. (Reference 5.) Vi%en two curves
are shown, one corresponds to the fully ad=ranced and the other to the full-y retarded position of
the breaker mechanism.
Figures 9 to 19 show the effect of shunting resistance upon secondary ~oltage at full advance
and at two different speeds. In the case of the magnetos the higher speed mas such as to give
~ 000 sparks per minute and the lower was 50 revolutions per minute. In the battery systems-7
the speeds ga~e 5,000 and 800 sparke per minute, respecti~ely. In each figure o~e or tmo CUmW
were obtained with only the una-roidable additional capacitance caused by the leads and volt-
meter. This minimum ~alue was about 75 ,upf. -&n additional cur~e -iias obtained when
a condenser of about 240 ~,d capacitance -was also connected bet~een the secondary terminal
and ground and the machine was operating at the higher speed.
The effect of capacitance is also shown in Figures 20 to 30. In these figures the curve shows
the crest voltage plotted against capacitance for a speed corresponding to 2,000 sparks per minute
and for a -wide range of capacitance. The straight line shows the reciprocal of the square of
()
1’
— plotted against the same abscissae. The sigticance of the~h~secondary cr=~ ~c’1%% q7m2
fact. that this latter plot gives a nearly straight Line will be discussed below.
In producing the resuIts given abo-re each magneto performs two fairly distinct operations:
first, as a generator it produces a primary current; and second, as an induction coil it develops
a high -ioltage when that current. is suddenly interrupted. The first step in analyzing the
performance, therefore, is to’ determine the -raIue of the primary current flowing in each case
at the instant. of break, and thus separate the two parts of the operation. This mas done by
taking a number of oscillograms at ~arious operatkg speeds. The results of such measure-
ments are shown in Figures 31 to 39. In these rneasureme~ts the osdlograph vibrator was
connected in parallel -with a low-resistance shunt, which in turn -was inserted in series with the
primary circuit. The resistance of the shunt w-as kept as small as possible and in most cases
.
was about 0.07 ohm. The eff ecti of this resistance is entirely negligible at the higher mag~eto
speeds where the current is limited b-j- inductance but may ha-re caused a decrease of nearly
. 10 per cent in the current -dues at the Iowest speed.
In the machines hatig adjustable spark timing, records were taken both at full ad~ance
and at full retard. The corresponding curves are drawn in solid lines in the figures and show
the value of current at the instant. the contact points begin to separate. In some cases the
break at “ advance” occurs before the current has reached its maximum w-he and the break
at “retard” occurs after the current has decreased materially from its maximum due. The
dot ted curre marked” m~~” in Figures 31 and 37, shows this maximum m.lue of current reached
while the magneto was operating with the cam in the “ retard” position. The maximum per-
formance which can he obtained from a given magneto, of course, occurs with the breaker in an
intermediate position, and this dotted cur-re enables one to estimate thk performance by
increasing the observed values of voltage preciously gi~en, in proportion to this increase in
primary current.
In the case of system E alternate half ma-v-esare of different wave form. Two cm-res are
therefore giv-en in Figure 35, although this m~c.bine has fixed spark timing.
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FIG. 21.-Secondary crest voltage vs. shunting cspacitaace for ma~eto B
(inductor tm) at fufl advance, X0 R. P. M. The straight line is a graph of
1[ Vd vs. capxitan~
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FIG. 23.-Secondary crest voItage ‘is. shunting capacitance for magneto D
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FIG. 25.-Secondary crest voltage vs. shunting capacitance for magneto F
Onductor tree) at fm advame, 1,000R. P. M.
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FIG, 26.—Secondary crest voltage vs. shunting capacitance. for magneto G
(pulsating-flu type) at I,COIR. P. M. at full retard, The straight line is a
graph of 1/V~zvs.capacitance
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28.-Secondary crest voltage vs. shunting capacitance for 6-volt coil I at
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Fm. 27.—Secondary crest voltage vs. shunting capticitancc for &volt coil II at
Wl sparks per minute. The straight line is a graph of 1/ V~~vs. ca.pac[tance
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FrG. 29.-Secondary crest voltagr VS.shunting capacitance for 12-volt coil J at
800 sparks per minute. The straM)t line is a graph of JI I’m!vs. cepacitamc
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FTG.30.—Secoudary crest voltage vs. shunting capacitance for magneto K (shuttle.
core type) at full advance, l,fc4 R. P. M.
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In the case of the coils I and J, the curves shown in Figure 38 were obtained by computa-
tion as follows: An oscillograrn taken at slow speed on each coil gave a record of the rise of
currenk with time. Points were scaled from these oscillograms and t~le qu~~~~ity log ~0’
where 10 is the fired steady value of current was plotted as ordinate against the time at which
the current had the value I as abscissa. The resulting graph was in all cases very closely a
spa-k per rruhufe
FIG. 3i.—P~inmry current at break vs. speed for magneto G FIG. 38.—Prinmry current at break vs. speed in sptwks per minute for r’oik.: H (6-VOlt),
(pulsating-flux type). Lower curvss show low-speed values I (6-volt), and J (lZ-\-oIt). The rise in curve H results Irom action of lm]last resistor
to a larger scale of speed. Dotted cur~e shows crest value of coil, and the dotted curve H’ shows the values which would resu~t if the r~~istanco of
current wave when operating at full retard tbe circuit remained constant
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FIG. 39.—Primary current at break m. speed for msgneto K
(shuttle-core type). Lower crews show low-speed values to a
hrger scale of speed
str~ight line indicating that the inductance of
the circuit was practically constant. The time
L
constant —i of the circuit can be computedR,
from the slope of this line and is given in
col_~n 18 of Table 2. The currents at break
for ~arious cam speeds were then computed
from the equation
–RI ato
I= l.(l – e “—) (1)
When tO= time interwd between sparks.
a = fraction of time that the breaker is
closed.
# = time.const~nt ofcircuit.
1
10=; = final current at low speeds.
The po;nts indicated by the solid circles in
Figure 38 show values obtained directly by
oscillograms taken at the corresponding speeds
and serve to verify the correctness of the plotted curves.
System H was provided with a ballast resistor of material having a high-temperature
coefficient of resistance. The main object of such a resistor is to limit the amount of current
which would flow if the engine should stop with the breaker points in contact, and thus avoid
overheating the primary winding of the spark coil. However, the presence of this resistor hw
the further effect of changing the rate at which the primary current falls off with increasing
engine speed as is shown by a comparison of curves H and H’ of l?igure 38. The former (solid)
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curve shows the wdues of current at break actually obsemed -&h the oscillograph, while the
latter (dotted) cmme shows the values which -would result if the resistance and inductance of
the circuit had remained constant at the different speeds. An analysis of a typical oscillogram
showed thati even in this system the growth of current was quite closely in accordance mith the
simple exponential la-w, and hence that the ballast resistor did not change appreciably in tempera-
ture or resist ante during the course of a single cycle, although these -dues shift materiality
when the engine speed is altered to a new value.
Auxihary measurements mere also made on the voltage generated -when the ma=met us were
rotated on opert circuit. It was found that both the crest vatue and the effective (rooh.nean-
square) value of primary ~oltage -were quite closely proportional to the speed of rotation. In
columns 10 and 11 of Table 1 are given the effective and crest voltage for a speed of 1,000
R. P. M., and in column 12 the quotient of these values. Since the ratio of crest to effective
~alue for a sine wave is only 1.41, whereas in these magnetos ~alues as high as 4.o were obtained,
it will be seen how -rery peaked the maaweto -wa~es are.
As a basis for a further analysis of the performance of the spark generators, measurements
were made of the flux turns linking the secondary winding for various angular positions of the
armature and for various vaIues of primary current at each position. (Reference 6.) By ditid-
&x revewds per m%fe
1[ xi ! ,, I
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FIG. 40.—Heat energy (in joules) disspiated in spark gap w. speed FIG. 41.—Heat energy (ii joules) dissipated in spsrk gap vs. speed @flux
(in flux re~erw.k Per minute) for sxstema A, B, C, D, operating at changes per minute) for systems E, F, G, H, 1, and J, operating at fall
full advance advance. The break in curve G remrlts from serious arcing at the
breaker Points
ing the change in flux turns between an-y tTo conditions by the corresponding change in currenti,
a -ralue ii obtained for the induct anc.e of the circuit, and values thus obtained are gi~en in columns
9 and 10 of Table 2.
The area between a graph of flux turns m.. current. and the axis of flux turns also gires the
energy change occurring between the two conditions indicated by the ends of the ~maph. The
figures given in column 9 of Table 3 are ~alues thus obtained for the maximum possible energy
which could be transformed and delivered to the spark gap by an ideaI maaweio having the same
ma=metic circuit as the actual machine but free from all sources of energy loss such as resistance
and ecldy currents. Column 8 indicates the corresponding values of current at break which
would be attained. While these are Iimiting figures, unattainable in practice, they nevertheless
form a useful standard against which to compare the actual performance. It m-as, however,
impracticable in most cases to carry the measurements to the full current value given in column
s and these data are therefore uncertain to the extent of this extrapolation.
The figures in cokrnn 10 which indicate the energy per spark available at the instant of
break when the generator is operating at 2,OOOsparks per minute at full ad~ance were obtained
by combining the fhx-meter data -with the values of current. at break found by the osci.llograph.
The figures in column 11 similarly give the energy %vailable when operating at 50 R. P. M.,
full advance.
.
-
.
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The actual heat energy liberated in the spark gap was also measured on each system at
several speeds by causing the spark to occur inside a hollow copper block (Reference 7) which
served as a calorimeter. The spark occurred between bhmt nickel electrodes spaced 2.1 mm,
apart. The results of these measurements are plotted in Figures 40 and 41. The ordinates
giye the energy in joules per spark (1 joule= 0.24 calories= 1 watt-second) and the abscissw
the speed of the spark generator expressed as flux reversals (or changes) per minute.
A considerable number of other supplementary measurements were made to give the
necessary data for a detailed study of the cause of the observed characteristics. The results
are given in the tables.
The ratio of turns and the coupling coefficient were obtained with an accuracy of better
than 1 per cent by the null method previously described by one of the authors. (Reference 8.)
The actual numbe~ of turns could be estimated only approximately from measurements made
by_ means of an exploring coil of a known number of turns wound over the regular windings.
The flux turns linking this coil were compared with those linking the secondary winding by an
opposition method similar to that used for the ratio measurement. This comparison was made
for flux changes caused in two ways: (a) by energizing an external electromagnet applied to the
extremities of the core; and (6) by sending current through the primary wi~ding. A considera-
teon of the probable flux paths in the two cases shows that the apparent number of secondary
turns is too small in case (a) and too large in case (6). The mean value is given in column 3 of
Table 2. Column 2 gives the corresponding number of primary turns.
In the best case the difference between the upper and lower limits thus obtained was only
2.5 per cent, whi~e in the worsk case it was 48 per cent. In the case of system 1? winding data
-were kindly supplied by the manufacturer, and the experimental values were found to agree
with these to 1 per cent.
An attempt was made to obtain a quantitative basis for estimating the effects of eddy
currents during the abrupt flux changes occurring in the normal operation of these spark gen-
erators by observing the corresponding effects produced when the generators were subjected to
harmonically alternating flux changes of various frequencies. For this purpose the secondary
circuit of each system was connected in one arm of a bridge circuit supplied with alternating
current. (Reference 9.) A number of frequencies from 25 cycles to 3,000 cycles per second
were used, and at each frequency the apparent resistance and inductance of the winding were
measured. Also the capacitance be.tm’een the high-tension terminal of the secondary and the
frame or core was determined by balancing a fifth bridge arm, consisting of a variable condenser
and resistance connected between the frame of the magneto and the opposite supply terminal of
the bridge. The voltage applied to the winding was kept proportional to the frequency and
was 230 volts per 1,000 cycles, so that all the observations on any one system were made at
practically the same flux density. The decrease in inductance with increase of frequericy
which was observed can therefore be properly attributed to eddy currents. In columns 12, 13,
and 11 of Table 2 there ar~ given the effective inductances and resistances of the secondary
windings at 3,000 cycles per second and the corresponding inductance at zero frequency as
found by extrapolating the observed curve. These values correspond to the fully advanced
position of the breaker, and have been corrected for the effect of the inte.rnaI capacitance of the
winding. The clifference between their values and those in columns 9 and 10 of Table 2 arises
from the clifferent flux density at which the magnetic circuit was working. From the decrease
in inductance and the increase in resistance it is possible to estimate for any frequency the
‘time constant T, of the eddy current circuit and the coupling coe%cient h2, by which it is
coupled magnetically to the windings, These values are given in columns 8 and 9 of Table 5,
In order to obtain a value for the internal capacitance CW(Reference 10) of the windings,
which is needed to correct the alternating-current bridge data, a series of capacitance measure-
ments were made. at radio-frequencies in the range from 40 to 300 ldocyc]es. It was found
that most of the coils showed a change of about 15 ~pf in effective capacitance at about 100
kilocycles. Presumably this is the result of a local resonance point in the winding, which cuts
out part of the possible capticitance at the higher frequencies. Consequently the larger value
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corresponding to lower frequencies was used in l~ter computations and is given in column 5 of
Table 4.
The value of the terminal capacitance at as observed with the alternating-current bridge
is given in column 6. The capacitances of the primary condensers mere measured directly by a,
microfarad meter with the results given in column 2. Combining these values according to the
relation
(2)
gives the tot al eff ectiv-e cap acit ante of the system referred to the secondary side and the values
thus obtained are given in cohmn 7 of Table 4. The factor $ enters because in operation there
‘is a uniform voltage gradient along the winding while in the measurements at radio-frequency
the voltage distribution being determined solely by capacitances is such as to minimize the
capacitance. The capacitance (Ca) from the inner layer of the winding to the core is given ~1
column 4, but is of importance only in the case of two-spark magnetos.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As previously indicated, the mosi important electrical performance characteristic of a spark
generator is the secondary crest voItage at the instant of break, 11~. This voltage depends
upon the primary current ah break lb and the values of shunting resistance IS, and capacitance
(J=,which may be connected in paralleI with the secondary. An examination of the observed
data shows that there are certain theoretical and empirical relationships between these quan-
tities and the electrical canstants which are usefuI in the comparison of spark generators and in
predicting the behavior of a given spark generator under various conditions..
The tl.rst relation is tlmt between the maximum induced voltage and the primary current
at break. As can be seen from F@res 1 to 8, in the ma~neto systems the observed crest voltage
increases with speed until at a speed of abouti 200 R. P. M. it reaches such a I@+ -due that
sparks are produced at the safety gap. For h@er speeds the observed voltage is merely the
spark@ volt age of the gap and beati no direct. relation to the magneto. For speeds less than
this value, however, there is a -rery defi..nite and simple relation between the crest. voltage. V~,
and the current at break .& From the simple theory of the magneto, it would be expected
that (Reference 11)
Pm=$F&+Er (3) “
where L2 and COare the inductance and capacit ante of the equivalent single-coil model and F
is a factor resulting from the damp~~ effect of the resist ante and eddy currents. llv is the
electromotive force act~m in the secondary vrindi~~ as the result of the rot?tion of the armature
at the instanti of maximum voltage. men the magneto is operat~g tith its breaker retarded
Er has decreased to nearly zero before the breaker opens and may therefore be neglected. At
advance, however, the crest of the induced voltage occurs while an appreciable fraction of the
rotational E. M. 3?. is still acting. Nevertheless, since in the speed range which is here of int crest
both E, and L.. are nearly proportional to the speed, it would be expected that Fm would be
proportional to Ib. This relation ~as tested for the various magnetos where data ~ere a-railable
over a considerable range of current. values and the proportionality was found to hold tithin
limits of + 6 per cent in most cases and +12 per cent. in all but one case. The ratio PJIb
may be called the” impulsive impedance” of the w&dings and denoted by the letter Z~. Values
of this quantity referred to fihe secondary side for the several systems operating at full ad-rance
are given in coko.n 15 of Table 2.
From the -ralue of L, and 00 for correspond@ conditions given in column 10, Table 2,
/
~
and column 7, Table 4, the factor Zz =
14, Table 2.
~ ~ can be computed with the result. given in column
Comparing these iigures with those in cohmm 15 .sbo’ws that the factor F must
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have the values given in column 16 to account for the losses and eddy current effects. The
frequency of oscillation of a circuit ha-ring these values of inductance and capacitance is gi-ren
in column 17, Table 2. The actual frequency of the oscillations occurring immecliat ely aft er
“break” is probably materially higher than this because of the effects uf eddy currents in reduc-
ing the effective induct ante.
The relation between secondary crest voltage I’m and shunting resist tince S, as shown by
the curves of Figures 9 to 19, is less reaclily determined on theoretical grounds. At, very large
lhZ F
values of S the crest voltage approaches the hmiting VahLe of lb Zm or —j~- and becomes
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FIG. 42.—Solid lines are graphs showing the applicability of
the empirical equation
flbsz
‘m=n(g,s+z)
for the effect of shunting resistance (S) on the secondary
crest ~ok+ge ( P’m). Abscissas are varues of S. Ordinates
are corresponding wdues of S/ V-. If the formula were
exact, these lines shouId be straight, the intercept should
be nltI~, and the slope should be nlIbZ. Solid circles
show observed values on magneto C at 50 R. P. M., full
retard; magrreto E at 500 R. P. M.; magneto F at 50 R.
P. M., full advance; coil H at 800sparks per minute; coil J at
5,000sparks per minute. Dotted lines show the same graph
as determined by values of ~h,n, and Z, measured separately
independent of S. If the magnetic. coupling be~ween
the two windings of the magneto or coil were per-
fect (Refeyence 12) so that M was exactly equal to
+’LJ52, then for very low values of S the crest ~oltage
I/J
would approach the ~alue T’m=;. HoweTer, in
actual spark generators as shown by the data in col-
umns 5 and 6 of Table 2} t?~e coupling a~thougb close,
is not perfect. It can be shown bj- theoretical con-
siderations that in such cases, if the primary resist-
ance is small, the current in the primary winding
will osciIlate and the maximum secondary voItage
will be produced when the currents in the primary
and secondary circuits are ffowing in opposite direct-
ions. In such a case the crest ~oltage a.pproache.s
$2Ir#S/
the value V.= ~ as the damping effects become
small.
For values of S intermediate be~ween these two
limiting conditions even the simplest forms of theo-
retically equivalent circuit lead to very complicated
expressions for the relation bet ween T’m and S.
However, the simple empirical ecluation
21($2
“~= n(zs + z) (4)
has been found to fit the obser~aticms fairly closel~-,
where Z is to be regarded as an empirical constant
-which has the dimensions of an impedance, and
becomes identical with rrZm if the empirical equa-
tion fits exactly when the secondary circuit is open.
The easiest test of this equation is obtained by plotting the quantity $ as ordinate tigainst
S as abscissa. If the above equation holds, the result should be a stra!ght line as appears
from rearranging equation (4) to give
s
~m=~z S+g;. (4a)
Such plots for a few of the systems studied are given in Figure 42. In the case of other systems
(as, for instance, D) the graphs showed a very definite curvature, and it must therefure be
concluded that equation (4) is only a rough approximation in some cases.
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lf the empirical equation (4) really represented the facts over the whole range, then the
intercept on the axis of S/ ~~~of the graphs of S/ Vw VS. S should have the -ralue of ~~,. This
relation was found to obtain in man-y of t-he cases tested. In other cases I?. was 20 to 30 per
cent less than this relation -would indicate. This is presumably the result of an appreciable
damp~~ of the osdl%tion; stfl other cases showed ~alues of Fm higher than the theoretical.
These can onIy be accounted for b-y stating that in these generators, the equation does not fit
the facts closely enough to justify extrapolation to extremeIy low values of S.
The slope of the line obtained b-y plotting S/ Vm m. S has the value fi and hence the
cfuotient of twice the intercept. di~ided by the slope of the line equals Z, qd s~ould theoretically
be equal to n Zn or F Z=.
This relation was found to be only approhateIy true. The points marked by open
r~
circles in Figure 42 were located by us~~ the value of ; obtained by the oscillograph and the
-ralue of Z~ obtained as the mean ratio of crest -roltage to current at break at the lower speeds.
In the cases plotted and in a few others the agreement between these two sets of data obtained
from indepenclenti obser-rations is quite satisfactory. On the other hand, in several cases the
directly observed values of 2% ~ere nearly 60 per cen~ in excess of those deduced from tbe
S/ Vm -m. S lines. The disagreement in the intercept values in no case exceeded 30 per cent.
In general, with any given system, a change such as adding capacitance in parallel with the .
secondary which decreases Zz is also found to decrease the slope of the S/ Trmvs. 8 line but. to
leave its intercept unchanged. A change such as speed which changes 15, is found to markedly
change the intercept of the line, but to affect only slightly the quotient of slope to intercept.
The relation between crest volt age and capacitance added in parallel -with the secondary
k indicated by the equation
1-
(5)
This is the same as equation (3) except that. the total effective capacitance now consists of two
parts, O., which represents that inherent in the spark generator; and C., which may be added
in the form of the capacit ante of the spark. plug cables or of condensers. If & -were zero and F
a constant: then a pIot! of & as ordinate against Ca as abscissa would yield a straight line.
The intercept of this line o: the axis of abscisse would give do and the slope of the line
./
—. Unfortunately, F varies when difterent. condensers (7. are connected, becausewould be ~z ~~z~
the frequenci~s ~f the resulting oscillations are changed. Also in most magnetos the Il. M. F. of
rot ation 17ris not entirely negligible. It happens, howe~er, that in all the systems tested the
effects of F and E. were such that the plot of 1/ V~2 vs. 0. was almost a straight. line, thoug$
s~~htIy convex upward. This empirical straight line relation can therefore be used with some
a~smance to predic~ the vafiation of Pm with Cc in other systems. (See figs. 20 to 30.) The
intercept of the plotted lines, bow-ever, -was in all but, one case decidedly greater than the _ralue
of (70 obtained by other methods, and ~as often two or three times that -ralue.
While the preceding discussion has shown certain relations between performance and other
measurements on a given spark generator, a correlation of the performance data -with the energy
and current data given in cohmms 8 to 12 of Table 3, for the different generators, yields consid-
erab~e additional information as regards t-wo of the desirab~e properties of a spark generator,
tiz, (1) its abiLity to produce a reasonably high -rolta.ge on open circuit under adverse conditions,
such as low speed when the plug is fouled with oil; and (2) its ability to fire a plug -which is fouled ,
with carbon. For the former property we may consider that the maximum secondary roltage
developed at 50 R. P. M., as given in column 3 of Table 5, is reprasentati-re. Combining this
~alue with the total effecti~e capacitance of the system (referred to the secondary side) which
is given in column 7 of Table 4, we get the amount of energy (gi~en in cohunn 6 of Table 5)
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which the system actually has delivered into its capacitance at the instant of maximum voltage.
Column 4, on the other hand, gives the energy which was apparently available at the instimt
of break, as indicated by the current determined by the oscillograph ancl the incluctanw cleter-
mined by the flux meter. .4 comparison of columns 4 and 6 shows a very low effkiency as indi-
ca.t e.d by the figures in column 7, which are the quotients obtained by di vialing the numbers in
column 6 by those in column 4. These show that in one case less than one-tenth and in all but
one case less than four-tenths of the energy originally at hand appears in ths secondary at the
time when it is most wanted to raise the -voltage at the plug electrodes. If, however, the spark
gap is so short that a spark can easily be produced, we find that the e.riergy then delivered into
it has the values z shown by the figures in column 5. Strangely enough these values are much
greater than those in column 6 and thus show that there must be some process occurring while
the voltage is building up which ties up much of the original energy in unavailable form, but
which will release at least part of it, later to be dissipated as heat in the spark gap. ‘i’i%ile rotci-
tional energy may account for some of the excess of column 5 over column 6 in the case of
80 –
60 –
40 –
20 –
i
EF
FIG. 43.—Diagram showi~g the observed and computed voltag~
efEciencieaof the system when operating at 54 R. P, M, The 100
per cent line indicates the voIt.age to be expected if all the energy
stored magnetically was used without losses to develop voltage.
The heights of the shaded blocks indicate observed crest voltages
iu per teat of this value. The heights of the open bIocks indicate
the crest voltages computed on the assumption that the only
losses present are those restdtirrg from an eddy-current circuit such
as would account for the measured inductance and resistance at
3,000cycles
currents. The results are shown by Figure 43,
the magnetos, it can not do so in the battery
systems, and it can not accouht for the great
difference between column 4 and column 6
since it was not included in the computation
of either energy value, An estimate of the
possible energy losses in the resistance of the
windings during the time the voltage is build-
ing up shows them to .he negligible, and we
must thsrefore attribute the low eflkienc,y to
some other cause. 13ddy currents induced in
the core, pole faces, and other parts of the
magnetic circuit seem to be the principal
cause of this poor performance.
An independent and rough.Iy quantitative
estimate of the effects to be expected from
eddycurrents can be obtained from alternating-
current bridge measurements, by a rather in-
volved process which will be treated in another
paper. From measurements of this kind made
with 3)000-cycle alternating currcnt, an estimate
was wade of the crest voltage to be expcctod
with eddy currents flowing, as compared to
that ~Yhichwould resuIt in the absertm of eddy
In this figure the heights of the shaded blocks
show the actual crest voltage at 50 R. P.-hf. on a scale such ~llat the 10O-pcr cent line corresponds
to the voltage which would be produced if all the energy available at the instant of” break” were
effective in charging the capacitance of the system. The heights of the open blocks in Figure 43
show to the same scale the crest voltage computed theoretically from the alternating-current
briclge measurements. It will be noted that the theoretical and actual departures from the
ideal of 100 per cent, are of the same order of magnitucle. The departures from exact agreement
can be accounted for, at Ieast in part, by the fact that, in actual operation the flux density in the
magnetic circuit was much higher than could be used during the alternating-current measure-
ments. Consequently the permeability was higher, and the edcly currents were of considerably
greater relative magnitude. Any other source of energy loss, such, for example, as sparking at.
the breaker contacts would also tend to lower the actual voltage be~ow the theoretical value.
For the second important property of a spark generator (i. e., ability to fire a plug which is
fouled with a conducting carbon deposit), we may take 5,000 volts as a typical operating voltage
~These latter ~alues were obtained by interpolation of the data plotted in figs. 40and 41on the assumption that the curves were straight line
between the origin and the first plotted point. This assumption is, of course, not true but insures that the values gi~en in column 5 are certainly
less than the correct values.
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and from the curves plotted in Figures 9 to 19 read off the greatest value of the shunting con-
ductance or “ utilitiy” which m%y be connected in parallel with the spark pl~c without causihg
the generator to fail to produce this -roltage. Values thus obtained are given in column 2 of
TabIe 6, and column 3 gives the reciprocal of the utility, i. e., the lowest possible shunting
resist ante. Column 4 gives the product of the conductance by the assumed -roltage. (5,oOO
volts), and hence is the .swhe of the current flo-iv@ thro~uh the secondary winding and the
resistor at the instant of maximum voltage. A comparison of these -m.Iues with those in cohmm
5, which gives the quotient of primary current at break divided by the ratio of turns, shows the
former to exceed the latter in all but two cases. Column 6 is the quotient of column 4 divided
by column5. The fact that the secondary ampere turne thue exceed, and are often nearly double,
the initial primary ampere turns, indicates that at the instant of maximum secondary voltage the
primary current has reversed its direction and tends to demagnetize the core, whiIe the secondary
current has risen to such a value as to neutralize the primary ampere-turns and, in addition, to
maintain much of the original magnetic. flux.
Any actual spark generator presents such a complex electrical system as to defy a rigorous
mathematical analysis of its performance. Certain simplitled modeI circuit-s have been sug-
gested which serve to imitaie with more or
less fidelity the principal features of the
actual machine. (Reference 13.) Of these
the simplest is the “single-coil model,” which
consists of a si@e inductance coil connected
in parallel with a condenser and the breaker
terminals. This model will ,account for the
relations between crest volt age and current at
break, and between cresi voltage and shunting
capacitance, -which are discussed above. The
‘r closed-coil model” adds to the sin@-coil
model an extra circuit, the currents in which
tend to simulate the eddy currents in the actual
magneto. The open blocke in Figure 43 were
computed by the use of this arrangement of cir-
cuits, and it -would seem to be useful in correc-
tion with problems of design in which eddy-
currenfi effects are to be considered. Neither
of these models, howe-rer, correctly represents
the conditions of current flow described in the
preceding paraggaph, which occurs when the
secondar~ terminals are heady shunted. The
more complex” double-coiI model” must, there-
fore, be used in discussing these phenomena.
This model consists of two inductively coupled
circuits, each containing a coil and a condenser.
worked out by Ta-ylor-Jon.es (Reference 14), but
I
o
ABC H.IJ
FIG. 44.-Diagmm mmparing the okewrmd end computed mst
values of current, with the current at break, when the eystems
are opera~mg at I,00f R. P. M. with a shmting resistance mtli-
cient to reducs the crest voltage h 5,000volts. ‘The horizontal
line marked” 1” indicat- the primary enmenb at break referred
to the secondary side. The heights of the shaded blocks indicate
the observed crest ~alues of secondam cnrrent expressed m frac-
tio~s of the mrrent at break. The heights of the open bhks
indicate the same cmanti@ as computed from the coupling,
inductance, eapacitanee, end shunting resi.stame. The hori-
zontal line marked “2” indicates the wlues to be expeeted if the
primary enrrent bad reremed its direction without 10ss
~ complete theor-j- of this model has been
the application of it is -rery laborious. For
the case mher~ a 10-wresistance is connected ~cross the s~~ondmy condenser it> possible to work
out some rather simpler relations by maki~m two simplifying assumptions. (Reference 6.)
The first is that the secondaxy capacitance is absent. This assumption should not introduce
serious errors for low dues of shunt~m resist ante, since the time required for currents to adjust
themselves between the secondmy capacitance and the resistance then becomes ~ery short
compmed to the period of the other oscillations concerned. The second assumption is that the
efiectivw resistance of the primary w-ind~~ is zero. This assumption is entirely justifiable as
regards the resistance of the cop~er coil itself. It can not, howe~er, be taken for certain a priori
that the ener~ loss resulting from eddy currents is negligible under these conditions. How--
e-rer, the figures given in column 7 were computed on this assumption, and it will be noted that
they do not difier very greatly from the observed wi.lues in column 4. The comparison of fheory “
and observation in thk respecfi is also shown by Figge 44. Here the open blocks shwv the
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theoretical performance (i. e,, crest value of secondary current expressed in terms of the current
at break), while the shaded blocks show the obser~ed performance. The letters indicate the
ignition system to which each pair of blocks corresponds, The horizontal line marked “ 1”
indicates the value of current at break (referred to the secondary side), and it will be noted that
in most cases the obser~ecl crest value rises to nearly double this amount. It w-ill be seen that
most of the observed values are less than the computed, and such departures can be readily attrib-
uted to tbe effect of edcly-c-urrent loss in increasing the effective primary resistance. These
departures are relatively small and indicate that the effect of eddy currents is much less important
on this property of asparli generator than it is on the open-circuit voltage. The abnormally high
value observed with s~wtem C can only be attributed to experimental error. .
An inspection of ‘the values of total stored magnetic energy given in column 10 or of the
heat per spark actually delivered, as given in column 12 of Table 3, shows a ~-ery not icmble
difference between the values for the magnetos and for the battery systems. That this difference
is not a fortuitous result of the particular s~st ems selected for this study but is a necessary
result of the relatively low voltage of the batteries a-railable in battery ignition systems, can be
seen from the following considerations. For a battery system supplying an engine at a given
speed there is available a certain fixed time tO(which can not be greater than the interval betw-een
sparks) in which to store magnetic energy. The current at break in such a system is
“=%-’Y)
(6)
and the stored energy is
(7)
For a coil of a given shape and size a change in the number of primary turns will change both
R, and L, in the same ratio and lea-w the time constant ~ unaffected. A change in the size of
1
the entire structure, however, will both increase L1 and decrease RI. The ener.g may therefore
conveniently be expressed in terms of the time constant T= ~ as
%
““ma - (8)
In this form it appears that as the size of the coil is increased the -ralue of 1~~will a.t first
increase but that beyond a certain size the effect, of the 7’ in the exponent, of the last term will
more than offset the gain in the first factor. There is, therefore, for a given circuit resistance
a certain best value of T, and hence a best size of coil which will store the greatcwt &mount of
energy. This best value of T is approximately ecjual to 0,79 tO.
As the resistance is deereased the energy will increase in inverse. proportion. However,
the designer is limited by the fact, that the breaker cent act can reliably interrupt the curren~
only if it is less than a certain fairly definite Ya.lue, which we may call IC, and which in practice
seems to he less than 5 amperes. Since this ;alue should not be exceecled even at low engine
speeds, the resistance can
at the full rated speed is
not. be made less than l?~lC, so that the maximum energy attain~b]e
~ = m-c to 0,79
m
2 (’-’-1’7)
(9)
=0.20 EIC tO
and at slow speeck the energy is 0.394 EIC tO.
Considerations of convenience in the number of cells to be carried usually limits the battery
voltage to 6 or 12 volts. A magneto, on the other hand, operating at normal speeds, may
generate in its primary a crest ~oltage of about 100 ~oltsj and hence can store 10 to 20 times as
much’ energy during the int erral between sparks.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the work here reported the performance of a series of spark generators of Tarious types
has been ekuclied under wirious conditions of operation and their electrical and maametic char-
acteristics have been determined.
Certain theoretical and empirical relationships were correlated with the measured properties,
and it was found that these relationships can be made to ser-re a useful purpose in the analysis
and comparison of the behatior of various types of spark generator under Tarious conditions.
l_t would appear also that a carefuI consideration of the characteristics and performance
data here presented in the light of certain simplified models should lead to improvements in
design.
If one regards the probIem of automotive ignition as a whole, it appears that at present
the burden of operation is divided between the spark plug and the spark generator in such a
way that the plug is required to maintain two conditions: l?irst, the sparking voltage between
its dectrodes must lie in the range of from 1,()()() to 8,000 Tolts. A To]tage below the lower limit.
may give a spark too feeble for ignition and a ~oltage above the upper limit may not aIways
be attainable by the spark generator. This requirement can be easily met by a plug of good
design. Secondly, the shunting resistance in parallel with the spark gap must be greater than
abtiut 50,000 ohms. It is not at all easy to satisfy this second requirement under conditions
of low temperature and closed throttle with a plug -which also must not cause preignition when
the engine is operating at full power. One may, therefore, conclude that any improvement in
the design of spark generators which w-ill directly or indirectly increase their “utility” and per-
mit of operating a spark plug with a heavier carbon deposit than at present will, to the same
extent, relieve the burden which has hitherto fallen upon the shoulders of the long-suffering
spark plug.
Regarded solely from the point of Tie-w of the energy values involved, it appears that there
is much room for improvement both (1) in the voltage developed with a clean plug at low speecls
or low battery voltage; and (z) in the “utility” when operating with dirt-y plugs. In the former
ease the net unavoidable energy expenditure required to produce the observed voltage is in
many cases only one-third to one-tenth of that initially stored in the magnetic system. ln
the latter case there is also required the additional amount of energy which is dissipated in the
carbon layer from the instant when the secondary voltage starts to rise until it reaches the
sparking -roltagge of the gap. The tot al energy requirement for a 5,000-volt gap shunted with
the resistances given in column 3 of Table,6 is given iD co,lumn 10 of Table 6 and is seen to be
much smaller than the initial stored energy given iu colum.n 11.
The cause of this obvious ineffectiveness of spark generators of the types here studied is
fundamentally the same in both eases. A parasitic circuit magnetically coupled to the primary
circuit temporarily checks the ffILY changes and ties up in unavailable form much of the initial
store of energy until the moment of maximum voltage has passed; only to release it later -when
it merely serves to overheat and disintegrate the Spark-plug electrodes. men the plug is
clean the parasitic circuit is in the body of the iron core and pole pieces of the magnetic circuit.
When the plug is dirty the principal parasitic. current flows through the secondary winding and
the carbon deposit.
Several modifications of the conventional systems are in use -which may considerably
improve their electrical performance under certain conditions. Among these are the use of
an %uxilary spark gap in series with the spark plug, the connection of a battery in series with
the primary winding of a magneto, and the impulse starter. lf a Talid theoretical basis for
ignition system design can be built up, then it should be possible to so shift the design as to
transfer the benefit derived from an-y such modification, or from such changes as the use of
finer laminations or of steels of higher resistivity, to the condition where the gain is mcst needed.
The double-coil model of Armagnat (Reference 15) and Taylor-Jones (Reference 16) and the
simpler but less complete single-coil and closed-coo models suggested by one of the present
authors (Reference 17) are steps toward such a basic theory.
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The present work has shovm that, so far as the measurements here made are concerned,
the single-coil model gives a substantially correct picture of the operation of the spark generator
with the secondary circuit open. The factor F which is introduced to cover the various energy
losses is found to range from 0.31 to 0,75 in the systems tested. The closed-coil mod e] is doubt less
a closer approximation to t-he actual condition of affairs arid the data show that the im.ertion
into the equations of this model of the values for the constants of tl~e eddy current circuit
determined by alternating-current bridge measurements gives a fair approximation to the
observed results.
lVhen the secondary circuit is closed through a shunting resistance of low value, howe~~er,
the single-coil model ceases to represent the facts even qualitatively and recourse ~ust be made
to the more complex double-coil model. This latter can, however, in this case, be simplified
materially by omitting the secondary condenser without leading to very wide departures from
observed results. Observations on the crest vaIue of the voltage across the primary winding
also indicates that the double-coil model ~nd not the single-coil model should be used in cori-
siclering problems such as the voltage stress imposed on the primary condenser and the contact
points.
The connection between these models and the actual spark generators as regards details
of design such as numbers of turns, core dimensions, etc., are not co~ered by t~le program of
measurements here presented and must await the results of further work on speeially const m ct etl
systems in which only one design constant is varied at a time.
NOTATION
a = fraction of time breaker contacts are closed.
Q= capacitance.
C.= capacitance added in parallel with the secondary.
GO= capacitance from ground terminaI of winding to frame.
CW= capacitance distributed through layers of the secondary winding.
CO= total effective capacitance of system under normal conditions referrecl to the secondary.
Cl= capacitance of primary condenser.
E=voltage of battery.
ET= E. lM. F. of rotation,
e = 2.718= base of Napierian logarithms.
F= factor by which crest voltage is reduced as a result of eddy current and resist ante
losses between instants of break and of crest voltage,
1 = current.
lb= current in primary at instant of break.
IC= greatest value of current which contacts can break satist’actorily.
10 =~=final steady value of current in battery-coil system.
~,= J@~ = coefficient of coupling between primary and secondary circuits,
k’, = c~efficient of coupling between eddy-current circuit and wicding (in tke closed-coil
model),
L = self-inductance.
.LI= inductance of primary winding.
L2 = inductance of secondary winding. .
M= mutual induct ante.
n = effective turn ratio.
RI= resistance of primary circuit.
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S = resistance of leakage path shunt@m the secondary.
T = ~ =time constant of primar~ wind@.
T.= tike constant of edd~ current circuit.
t = time.
tO= time interval between successive sparks.
V~ = crest value of -roltage at secondary.
‘T= energy in spark.
~~ = stored magnetic energy at instant of break.
W. =maximum -ralue of Tb.
Z= empirical constant in equation 4 which has the physical dimensions of a resistance.
Z~=~= “impdsive impedance.”
Z, = ~/~ =n~ = theoretical impulsive impedance refereed to the ~econdar~.
0
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TABLE 1
MECK.4XIC.4L AXD MISCELL.4NEOUS CHAR.kCTERISTICS
7 8
?ercentage Timing
0{time range (01
that engine
breaker cr8nli-
is closed shaft)
1
System
2 3 I 4 ~
.ingle on
-m that
breaker
is closed
6 9
Angie
from
zero flu.
t:tk;$;
advanct
10
primary
:mf due
to tota-
tion at
R! i$%l.
?ffective
value
11
Prirm.ry
emf due
to rota-
tp~ t
R. k. M.
12
Crest
factor
of emf
of rO-
tation
:;
40
4.0
3.4
2..5
2.2
.. -----
.. ----
-------(!)
FIux
?banges Sparks
per pe;eo-
revo-
lution
.
Degr.e~
60
154
10.5
30
56
56
30
45
1:8
Degrees
30 or 1%
26
75
1%
124
15
45
2
55
67 Or 33
35
53
33
32
31
67
50
50
17
Degre;
30
34
35
31
30
Deqr~
10
%
21or 10
J
. . . . . . .
.- . . ..-
. . . ..-.
.5
row
12.8
17.0
12.4
6.2
Ii:
“9.5
. . . . . . . .
. -------
. -------(,)
1’01/s
:
25
30
48
21
A—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C—shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D—reyolving magnet . . . . . . .
E—sIeeve. . ..--- .- . . . . . . . ...!
F—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G—pulsating O.ux.. . . . . . . . . .
H-6-volt coil. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i
I-6-volt coil. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.
J—12-Toltcoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
K—shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E
8
or 12
‘4
4
2
2
4
4
4
18
14
14
2
20r$
2
2
4
2
2
8
4
4
2
4
1---------- -------.,
--------.L..... ---
I-------..$5 --.....-.(!)
1 Per revolution of cam. 2ATotmeasured,
TABLE 2
R- IXDIXG CHARACTERISTICS
3 1415 1,’-~
it. ;
E@tive ~ Coupling Leakage ResistanceSecondary ratio of met%cient cOeficient of primary
turns n N= My-L*L2 l_~t --indingat 20” c.
1 ! 2 10
Inductance
of second-
Inductanee
of secOnd-
Resishmce , ary wind-
~j~~Q i a%%%e
ing at 1 measured
20” c. L ballisti-
cally for
high *
speeds
Primary
turnsSystem rums
I
speeds
———
I Ohms
0.77
: i!
.30
.51
.48
.64
.%
1.04
z :0
.50
Ohms
4,130
1,850
~;;
1;960
&660
3, S80
1.720
4,270
3, w
2,730
18
Ratio of
columns
15to 14
n z.
F=x
Henrus
(1)
55.6
1%:
64.6
69.s
10Q.o
15.9
39.8
36.2
:2.2
Hcnrju
(1)
:0.0
52.b
12Zo
S2.o
68.0
126.2
15.Q
39.8
36.2
m. 1
A-inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . ..l
B—inriuctor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l
C-shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...!
D—revolving magnet . . . . . . . ...1
E-slee\re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.
34.
37.
77.
68.
40.
~
- 78:
33.
76.
0.936
.936
. 9s1
.932
.972
.965
..954
.82.5
,’322
.9’40
.996
11 1 13
1._
14 I1
System
12 15
Induct &nce
of second-
ary wind-
ing at
advance
Impulsive
impedance ImpulsiYe
mfe~red to Impedance
:::$;;O I r$;d:t;
co:)u~d rzzm=n V./Ib
mean of values
R. P. M. obser~ed at
assuming low speeds
no losses
Inductam
of second-
ary ‘ivind-
mg at
advance
measured
at 3,0fQ
Resistanu
of second-
ary wind-
ing at
advance
measured
at 3,cOo
F$q:~ex&y 1
Time-
oscillation constant
based on , of
inductance
~i~en i= I pr~mar~
cmcuit
coIumu 10
measured
with low-
frequency
alternating
current
cYcIes
I
Ohm8 1Henrw30.0
1s. o
22.0
43.0
37.0
33.5:(1)15~
32.0
xl. 5
37.0
Henrys
17.0
13.0
9.3
*26.0
t 11.0
S5.O(1)
14.5
21.0
19.0
20.0
C:cner
secOndohms
U& 003
81,OQO
148,000
~76,500
~304,O&l
170,Oco
$; ~@
132;ON
109,040
175,m
ohm
........... ’____
250,036 ~
170,m :
440,m
- 330,W3
180,fOO
490,Ixo
250,CQo
260,CQo
220,coo
270,INO,
...—.
0:$
.50
.42
.31
.54
.75
.48
.64
.37
... ...... .. r-._..-.. ----1,500. . . . . . . . . . . .
yg ::;::::::::
1:3.50!. . . . . . . . . . . .
1,m 1. . . . . . . . . . . .
3,330 0:go
&130
1,510, .0071
1,550 .. . . . . . . . . . .
—.-
I_,
I &-otmeasured.
~At 2,500cycles p?r second.
3 Data supplied by maker,
! For value of current equal to that observed at break at 2,002sperks per minute.
5For vafue of current equal to that observed at break at 50 R. P. M.
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TABLE 3
MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS
( ,
1
,
*I5
~eiat ~ ::,s55
of i ofmagnets I magnets
2 3
Maxi-
mum
flux
througk
core
8
Maximum
rbange in
primary
flux turns
Mari-
p%%e
current
--
—l---t--- —
Joule
0:04;
. 1s0
.076
.066
.162
.096
.029
.033
.037(L)
xa2l1elr-
turn.!
11.6xlo~
13.3
21.1
9.0
8.0
19.0
%6
k;
Cenfi-‘
mcfers I Gau.sm
2%0 3,4WJ
26.4 2,030
\ g; ~ $’
~ Mlt
i
23.& 3,W
18.3 5>100
29.0 ----------
Ampera
(-;- o
&3
5.0
5.7
4.3
5.9
3.8
5.0
Jorck
~P;%
:6W
.226
.22S
.422
.M1
.026
.082
.091
-5~fJ
Joule
$;50
.210
- 11A
. on
.257
~.lo6
.036
.072
.069
.095
A-inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B—i~ductor . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C-shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D—revoIting magnet .-.
E~lwve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G-pulsating tlur . . . . _.
H-5-volt am . . . . . . . . . . .
I+volt ml . . . . . . . . . . . .
J—12-volt coil. --.. . ... . .
K+hutfle --------------
.-.—.--- .---.-—-.--z--i+i;-ti_7.6
10.0
24
10.0
1 \’ot determined. 2Dimemiom of core.
TABLE 4
CAPACITANCED.kTA
.—
1 i2 I 3I Capaci-
Capaci- \ tance of
‘ tance of ~ primary
System primary , condem.er
~ condenser referred to
CiI ~W&dyY
~
Capaci-
tance be-
,sfeen core
and inuer
layer of
winding
c,
i
Total
effective
$j%&
;econdary
c.
Lnternal ‘ TerminaI
eapaei-
tmce
among
Iayers of
windings
c.
~Mtio.mi*,
~Xicrofarad farads
.4—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . 0:% ~
B—inductor . . . . . ...--.-=
30
C—shuttle-.._—--------- .230 : 1%
D—revolving magnet . . . . ...! @) (s)
E~lw~e.-...-----_---_–_ .21 ; 45
F—inductor. -._. . ..--..__! .19 11s
G—pulsating flux. . . . . . . . ..- .16 ; 39
H-6--rolt COfi. . . .. L...-...+ .26 81
I+Volt Coil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2* i
J—12-’70ltcoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ -24 2::
K-shuttle .- . . ..- . . . . . . ...+ -13 f
I=
fymmg
100
75
z 50
75
35
2
40
50
50
60
Iiao-micr
Amcd80
m
2643
~lea
m
ml
140
140
310
Ml
—
1Estimated from dimensions.
~From assumed C~and observed (C=+ CJ at radio frequencF.
$ From audio frequency bridge.
4 Estimated.
~inarccssible
.
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TABLE 5
DATA Oh’ ENERGY VALUES AT LOW SPEEDS
—
6 7
crest
value of I
electrO- Energy
static efficienc:
energy as a coil
at 50 co ~’m~
R. F. X. ~
at ad-
1 [2 3 4
Stored
magnetic
e~e;y~t
at 50
R. P. M.
at ad-
vance
8
Time-
Conskult
oi eddy
circuit
at 3jCs12
cycles
( T.)
II Theo-
ret ical Obser\-ef
~oltage voltage
tficiency effi:p~l
using
onstants R. P. M,
$%%+ %X
Primary
current
System
at break
at m
R;tP;~f
vance
uy crest
roltage
at 50
2;:;:-1.
vemce
Vauce
,
A—iuductor.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B—inductor- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C-shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D—revoIving magnet . . . . . . .
E—sleeve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~–inductor..= . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,., .
Amperes
0.52
L 10
L 80
L 30
L 50
2.05
.80
Joule
(1)
0.026
.061
.017
.020
.086
.010
.036
.082.
.091
.017
Joule
0.013
.013
.011
. 0)7
. cm
.012
.008
.029
.033
.036
([)
1. 0.53.48.85$.412.91
.67(:)40
.47
.51
.59
0.75
.81
.49
1.80
X.46
.68(~89
.80
.78
.72
1..------0.WI
.35
.59
.’42
.30
.57
.78
.56
.58
.42
.-......
0.25
.12
.35
.18
.09
.33
.61
.31
.34
.18
. . 3.80
4.W
K—~huttle . . . . . . . . ..-.. -...~
2.38
1.60
j ?$ot measured, ~At 2,.54X3cycles per second.
IABLF, 6
DATA ON OPERATION WITH SEGNTIKG CON33GCT.kNCE
1
System
12 31415 10 11
Total
s!
Crest
wdue of
electro-
static
energy
at 5,0C0
volts
Conduct-
ance(l~~)fi
vOits at
2,000
, sparks per
minute
\ at advance
crest
-iafue of
current
through
shunting Energy
~resis tance lost in
>Uojent ~ at 2,CO0 shuqtinl
pU&a ~;;:: ;::;
I by dou- ~ rise of
~ b;~e~ ~voltage
fcom ~
~ ::g::
‘ne!g.y ! stored
‘eqrmed ~magneti
per
spark energy
&t5,000 at brael
volts at 2,030
with sparks p<minute;onduct- at
&nce
given in adv~*c$
!olumn 2[
I
Ampere ‘ Ampere
0.025 0.037
.094 .073
.165 . 0s9
.040 . 04t
.070 .041
.116 .086$.100 $.056
.091 .067
.064 .060
. 0s0 .062
.075 I .051
A—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B—inductor . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
C—shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.
D—revolving magnet . . . . .
E—sleeve-----------------
F—inductor- . . ..- . . ..--..
G—pulsating flux. -.. -...
H—6-voIt Coil-.. -... -----
I—6-volt coil. . . . .--..----
J—12-vOltcoil. -----------
K—shuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mcromlkos
5 0.7. Y’!?:.IJ’Y.
0:;: ~ .040
L 85 .073
.98’ .0&4 : .023
1,70 .066 , .027
L,35 .136 .053$L 80 $.038 j ~.051
L 36 CQl .017
L 07 .090 I .019
1.20 .09s I .033
L 47 .068 i .030
Joule Joule
. . . ..-. . . O(TN
0.043
.076 :ZN
.025 . U4
.029 .071
.257
$:% $.1W3
.019 .036
.021 .072
.037 .069
.032 , . W
l=
8At retard.
..
2 Not measured.1Assuming frequency given in colum~ 17,TabIe 2.
